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Diverse experience from conceptualizing to telecasting over 20 shows in various 
roles such as creative director, assistant director in the entertainment industry in 
a career spanning over seven years. Postgraduate in Mass Communication having 
a good technical knowledge of various media software like Final Cut Pro, Avid 
Media Composer, Adobe After Effects, Blender, etc.

JULY 2007 – AUGUST 2013
CREATIVE EXECUTIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for all creative projects within the advertising agency.
 Included in this job is heavy automotive advertising, newspaper advertising, 

strong daily deadlines, creative ideas with quick turn-around time.
 Managing video operations and creative works, including athletic promotions, 

marketing, and advertising on Social Media Developing creative videos.
 Develop projects for film, television, and acting opportunities.
 Track the spec, festival, and fellowship markets for emerging talent in film and 

TV in the domestic and international space.
 Found and developed projects for a busy film and TV production company.
 Worked closely with writers and directors.

2002 – 2007
CREATIVE EXECUTIVE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for all creative projects within the advertising agency.
 Included in this job is heavy automotive advertising, newspaper advertising, 

strong daily deadlines, creative ideas with quick turn-around time.
 Managing video operations and creative works, including athletic promotions, 

marketing, and advertising on Social Media Developing creative videos.
 Develop projects for film, television, and acting opportunities.
 Track the spec, festival, and fellowship markets for emerging talent in film and 

TV in the domestic and international space.
 Found and developed projects for a busy film and TV production company.
 Worked closely with writers and directors.

EDUCATION

LAW GROUP LLP - October 2013(UCLA - Los Angeles, CA)
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SKILLS

Mandarin, Spanish and French.
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